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What Does Senate
Do Again?

BY GARRETT SISSON

BY KATIE TINGLE

The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) ruled to adopt
a series of Open Internet rules,
otherwise known as the order
for Net Neutrality, on Feb. 26.
The order is intended to better
regulate broadband service
providers nationwide to prevent
client exploitation. Last week,
on March 12, the FCC released
a 400 page document, publicly
available on their website,
detailing these rules and their
ramifications in more detail.
As the official release explains
in its introduction, the FCC aims
to create an Internet medium that
is open to growth and accessible for all users. According
to the FCC, with the growing
popularity of mobile broadband
networks (such as 4G LTE), as
well as widespread online video
streaming, it is more important
than ever to stop companies from
“unreasonable interference to
consumers.” These practices
include monopolizing, deceiving,
and overcharging.
The FCC is an independent
agency granted authority by
Congress over all Internet service
providers (ISPs), as well as other
communications services such as

After landing at Heathrow, the
team encountered yet another
setback at British customs. Since
UK law requires international
visitors to obtain a particular visa
for missions or volunteer work--an
impractical option for short-term
teams--the students were told to
emphasize the fact that they were
visiting the country for Spring
Break. This strategy worked well
for all thirteen students, but Barr
Overcast was denied entry to the
UK. He was instead detained for
nearly a day before being sent

The 2014-2015 Student Senate
has been asked repeatedly about
the funds that each student pays
every year. Most commonly the
questions pertain to the manner
in how the funds are spent and
what happens if the money is
not all spent. Beginning next
year, Student Senate will chose a
project around the campus that
will fulfill a tangible need for
the school and directly benefit
the student body. In order to
accomplish these projects the
senate committee will use the
excess funds each year to create
an endowed capital expenditures
fund that will continue to
grow and allow us to purchase
permanent and long-term assets
for the school.
Our goals for the endowment
are to provide a way for better
stewardship of the unspent
Student Association of Covenant
College (SACC) funds, increase
student awareness of Student
Senate and serve a wide variety
of students. On a more tangible
level, we are aiming to purchase
physical additions to Covenant’s
campus and eliminate Senate’s
surplus funds. While we will
face some challenges getting
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BY CAROLYN WALTERS
For the last few years, Covenant
has partnered with a missions
group in London, England to take
a group of students to work with
the South Asian communities in
Southall and Hounslow as one of
the Break on Impact trips offered
each Spring Break. However,
the start of this year's trip was
accompanied by a series of events
worthy of a Lemony Snicket tale.
The Covenant team included
thirteen students--most of them
juniors and seniors--and was
to be led by professor emeritus

Dr. Henry Krabbendam and
RUF intern Barr Overcast.
Unfortunately, an illness in Dr.
Krabbendam's family prevented
him from attending the trip. Down
one leader, the remaining team
members were prepared to leave
from Chattanooga on Friday,
March 6 with a connecting flight
in Charlotte, but icy conditions
caused that flight to be cancelled.
As a result, the team was unable
to leave until two days later, this
time driving to Knoxville instead
of flying out of Chattanooga.
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Planet Narnia
On Monday, Covenant welcomed
Dr. Michael Ward, an apologist
and leading expert on the life and
works of C.S. Lewis, to chapel
and special afternoon lecture.
The author of four books, including Planet Narnia: The Seven
Heavens in the Imagination of
C.S. Lewis, Ward’s greatest claim
to fame is his appearance in the
James Bond film The World Is Not
Enough, in which he can be seen
holding a pair of X-ray spectacles
next to Pierce Brosnan’s Bond.
Dr. Ward is a Senior Research
Fellow at Blackfriars Hall in the
University of Oxford and is based
in Oxford, and he also teaches one
course a semester as a professor
of apologetics at Houston Baptist
University. Ward studied English
at Oxford, Theology at Cambridge,
and received his PhD in Divinity
from St. Andrews. He is a writer,
speaker, and Christian.
To call Ward a C.S. Lewis
enthusiast would be an

BY CARRIE WOODWARD

understatement; he has written
three books on Lewis along with
numerous essays and articles. In
a talk taken from his book Planet
Narnia, on Monday afternoon,
Ward explained the thinking of
the man who preferred the unassuming name “Jack,” kept his
marriage secret from everyone but
the men officiating, and possessed
extensive knowledge of history,
literature, and culture, creating
entire fictional worlds based on
his knowledge of history and
mythology. According to Ward,
understanding Lewis’s personality
is the key to unraveling the
complex tapestry of his writing.
The Chronicles of Narnia are
some of the best-selling and
most influential books of the past
century, especially within the
Christian community. Surprising
to some Inklings lovers may be
the fact that Lewis’ friend and
fellow writer, J.R.R. Tolkien,
despised Narnia. While Lewis

Net Neutrality
radio and television. However, in
Jan. 2011, Verizon sued the FCC,
claiming that with their Open
Internet Order of 2010, the FCC
did not have the right to govern
how the company provided their
services. In Jan. 2014, the D.C.
circuit court ruled in Verizon’s
favor, stating that because cable
and broadband were classified as
“information services” and not
“telecommunications services,”
more rules were necessary.
In the following months, several
grassroots campaigns were
launched over the Internet, which
flooded the FCC with calls and

loved Middle Earth, Tolkien
thought that Lewis’ Chronicles
of Narnia books were a jumbled
mish-mash of themes and ideas.
Contrary to Tolkien, Ward insists
that Lewis’ writings are actually
quite complex--full of intricate,
thoughtfully-created worlds.
Lewis himself said that the series
was all about Christ, and the
parallels seem fairly obvious
in works such as The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe, The
Magician’s Nephew, and The Last
Battle. But what about the other
four books?
According to Ward, Lewis’
works have a deep theological,
historical, and classical background. Lewis was primarily an
academic, and his main work was
the extensive English Literature
in the Sixteenth Century Excluding Drama, from which sprang
the other works he called the
“twiddly-bits.” His investment
in understanding the writing

and thinking of the 16th century
brought him, according to Ward,
to an interest in Copernicus
and the geocentric model of the
universe. How did conceptualizing Earth as the center of the
solar system influence culture?
In his talk, Ward described the
ways in which human conception
of the solar system brought about
complex mythologies based
around the idea of the seven heavens—and how Lewis responded
intellectually and imaginatively,
assuming that the planets have
“some kind of permanent spiritual
significance.” Ward’s “eureka
moment” was discovering how
Lewis had spun the mythology
associated with Jupiter, Mars,
Mercury, Saturn, Venus, the moon,
and the sun into plots, books with
tone and atmosphere entirely
consistent with the personality
and characteristics of the associated deity in the seven books of
The Chronicles of Narnia.

Ward’s talk revealed how Lewis
created intricate plots and worked
his stories out down to the minute
details. Through the unraveling of
Lewis’ work and the discovery of
his deep meanings and research,
the plan of his work is revealed,
and it is brilliant and beautiful,
in some ways mirroring the work
of God the Father himself in His
great plan for the cosmos. Ward
insists that despite the complexity
of Lewis’ work the books in their
simplest form are meant to be
enjoyed for the sake of the story.
In Planet Narnia, Ward seeks only
to reveal what he thinks is the
pattern of inspiration for Lewis’
works. “It’s Lewis’ understanding
of the planets that illuminates
these books,” he said. “Literary
criticism is not an end in itself, I
don’t want readers to look at the
book as an allegory.”

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

letters. In Nov. 2014, President
Obama voiced his support of
net neutrality. At the beginning
of 2015, the FCC began talks
to classify broadband service
providers like common carrier
telephone networks—as a Title II
telecommunications service. On
Feb. 26, the vote was passed 3-2.
The new order is summarized
by the FCC in three “Bright Line
Rules”: No Blocking, No Throttling, and No Paid Prioritization.
These rules significantly impact
the extent to which providers can
control their clients’ access of
Internet content. For example,

the rule on throttling prevents
providers from intentionally
slowing data access to clientele
that use the most data per month.
Perhaps most noticeably, ISPs
can no longer create “fast lanes”
available only to higher-paying,
priority clients. The updated
2015 order will also require more
transparent public disclosure
reports by companies on the
services they offer, as well as
official FCC appeals whenever
they want to restrict user access.
Critics of the FCC’s ruling
claim that cable providers may
react to a decrease in overall

competition by charging higher
prices, and that the new regulations could lead to higher taxes.
The exact effect the rules will
have on startup companies has
also been debated, with some
believing that startups will benefit
from the fewer monopolies, and
others believing they will decline
due to higher federal restrictions.
Finally, the rule on blocking
potentially has human rights
implications, as it could impact
ISPs’ ability to create “walled
gardens,” which offer limited
access to the Internet for free to
low-income users worldwide.

Chattanooga in particular is
impacted by the new net neutrality rules because of its citywide
Electric Power Board coverage,
which has gained national
attention in the last few years and
earned Chattanooga the nickname
“Gig City.” The new federal 2015
order overrules pre-existing state
law and regulations, including
those that prevented EPB from
expanding its service into other
counties across the state.
The new rules will take place
two months after they are published in the Federal Register.

Faculty Quote of the Week
"I do not fear the government. I fear Google."
- Professor Follett
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The Verdict
Yes, to St. Patrick.
No, to Rock City's
nasty green waterfall.
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Student Senate
started, the endowment is
already being considered for
approval by Covenant College’s
Board of Trustees.
In the past, these excess
funds have been dispersed into
the institution’s larger budget at
the end of the semester to fulfill
other needs around campus.
Creating an endowment
will allow us to have a more
concentrated focus on and more
control over how the student
body’s money is spent. This will
hopefully result in more direct
benefits for the students.
So far in this process there
have been four senators
serving on the committee.
Travis Hutchinson, Student
Body Treasurer, is leading the
committee, and other members
include Francis Bayly, Andreas
Residence Hall President;
Katie Tingle, Junior Class
President; and Oliver Beers,
Sophomore Class President.
These senators have been

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

working to solve any logistical
problems, design the structure
of the endowment, come up with
possible projects, and ensure
stability for future student
senates.
In the future each senate will
chose a new committee each
year that will include several
senate members as well as other
select leadership positions. The
finalized list of positions has not
yet been decided and voted upon,
but will be shortly. The aim is
to have equal input from each
contingency and we are hoping
that this group of positions will
provide that equality. These
people will be deciding which
projects to do each year. Since
the project is dependent on the
amount of money the endowment
produces each year, there may
a year where there is no project
due to a low amount of funds.
For now, if there are
any questions about any part of
the process, you can email one

Break on Impact
back the US, leaving the team
without a leader.
Despite less than ideal
beginnings, the remaining
thirteen students quickly made
the best of the situation. Senior
Conrad Meek and Junior
Kelsey Mathis, members of the
RUF Core Team, both stepped
into positions of leaderships.
The missions team in London
was also both supportive and
sympathetic to the situation.
Junior Amy Dewaal, who participated in the trip, noted that
while they “were all at least a
little shocked at first when we
didn’t have Dr. Krabbendam
or Barr,” she felt that “the
trip definitely went really well
overall,” specifically citing the
London missionaries as major
contributor to the success of
the trip.
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Katie Tingle working in the student senate office, Photo credit: Liz Simakoff

of those four senate members
serving on the current committee,
or stop by the senate office during

one of their senate office hours for
more information.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Once in London, roughly half of
the trip was spent in the classroom. The instructors covered
topics such as the basics of
evangelism, as well as the culture
and prevailing religions in London’s South Asian communities.
As part of this education, students
visited Sikh and Hindu temples
and a Mosque, as well as simply
spending time in the communities
of Southall and Harrow.
While students spent each
morning in the classroom,
most afternoons were devoted
to evangelism. Three of these
afternoons were spent manning
book tables on the High Streets,
the main commercial and shoppings centers of London neighborhoods. Working closely with the
missionaries, the team distributed
literature and discussed the
Gospel with anyone who was

interested. A few students also
engaged in street preaching, an
activity which is seen as much
more acceptable among South
Asian communities than it is in
the United States.
Students also had the opportunity to help with the weekly kids'
club and participate in door-todoor evangelism. A large part of
the door-to-door evangelism was
focused on inviting members of
the neighborhood to a celebration
service on Thursday evening at
New Life Masih Ghar, Serge's first
church plant in London.
The Thursday evening service
was held in honor of the seven
year anniversary of Glory TV, a
South Asian Christian television
station supported by the church.
While some English was used,
the majority of the service was in
Hindi and Punjabi, performed in

a traditional style with traditional
instruments. The entire service
was recorded for later broadcast
on Glory TV.
The missionaries the team
worked with regularly engage
the community using book tables
and kids' clubs. Covenant's
Break on Impact trip to London
provides a unique opportunity
for evangelistically minded
students to participate in the
day-to-day operations of a London
missionary. It allows students to
engage in cultural learning while
simultaneously gaining invaluable
evangelism experience.
“Even with all the setbacks,
I’d go again in a heartbeat,” said
Hannah McCoy, another member
of the team. “God is doing some
amazing things in London, and it
was an honor to be even a small
part of it.”

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Emmett Gienapp at emmett.gienapp@covenant.edu.

ARTS 4

SIX WORD
STORY

Dyslexic
dog
lovers
accidentally
find
God.
- Evan Ziegenfus
Submit your own six-word story
to Jamison Shimmel and check
out bagpipeonline.com for more
stories!

Fairytales
People enjoy the bizarre. But
what makes the bizarre bizarre?
G. K. Chesterton states in his
book Orthodoxy, "Oddities do not
strike odd people. This is...why
the new novels die so quickly and
why the old fairy tales endure forever. The old fairy tale makes the
hero a normal human boy: it is his
adventures that startle him: they
startle him because he is normal.
But in the modern psychological
novel the hero is abnormal...hence
the fiercest adventures fail to
affect him adequately." Inspired
by this quotation to create odd (or
should I say normal) novels, R
egina Doman set about rewriting
old fairy tales such as “Rose
White and Rose Red,” “Sleeping
Beauty,” and “Ali Baba and the
40 Thieves” in a surprising new
way. A Catholic herself, she
inserts normal, public-schooled
Catholic teens and normal,
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Tea with Local Milk
“Hey! Wanna meet at my house
instead?...I’m not in the mood to
be in public.”
When I got this email from
Beth Kirby, about 20 minutes
before we were scheduled to
meet, I lost it. All day long I had
looked forward to meeting Beth,
the artist behind the brand Local
Milk, at a coffee shop in town.
Being invited to her home for a
cup of tea felt too good to be true.
In addition to maintaining the
eponymous food photography
blog, Beth is a freelance photographer, stylist, and writer. She
hosts workshops all around the
world with other chefs, stylists,
and bloggers and is currently
working on writing a proposal for
her first cookbook. Before setting
off on a three month trip that
will include retreats in Australia,
Japan, and Italy, Beth found time
to sit down with me and talk
about her journey to becoming a
full-time artist.
We sat down in the living room

BY LIZ SIMAKOFF

with freshly brewed cups of White
Wolf tea and Tasmanian honey,
and Beth began to tell me about
the roundabout path she took to
becoming a creative blogger and
photographer. Beth was raised
in Chattanooga, and at the age
of 17 her life took a wild turn.
Beth dropped out of high school
and began attending and eventually failing out of University of
Tennessee Chattanooga (UTC).
Eventually Beth transferred to
Loyola University in New Orleans,
where she majored in Philosophy.
At this point in the conversation, Beth interrupted her story
and dropped her voice. “You may
or may not know this, but I was
an alcoholic/drug addict for about
a decade, and that was already
going on.” She explained that
while she had been successful
in her second round of school,
studying and making good grades,
addiction found a foothold. She
admitted: “as it tends to do, my
life ran off the tracks.”

For the next few years, Beth’s
life consisted of moving in and out
of rehabilitation centers, chasing
boyfriends around the country,
a broken marriage, and a brief
stint at L’Abri studying Christian
apologetics. During this time,
Beth lost faith in God or in any
higher power. It finally took the
threat of being cut off from her
family for Beth to check into a
rehab center near Chattanooga
and finally break free of her
addiction.
Beth gave herself a year to
begin Local Milk, and by the end
of 2012, it was a full time job. She
devoted every day to it: cooking,
styling, and photographing. In
describing the work that she does,
Beth believes that there is so
much more to her blog than what
initially meets the eye. “The more
complex side of [Local Milk] is
the faith that allowed me to stop
drinking and do this. I couldn’t
have done this without it...The
faith gives layers and depth to

what could be pretty mundane
work...I like there to be more
there than just the top layer.”
She went onto discuss the
specific ways her philosophy of
life, post-rehab has affected her
creative work. “I think everything
is connected, everything is
spiritual...food is the way we get
energy, it comes from the earth
we put it into ourselves, it is so
cool. Relationships happen at the
table, it is all so connected, there
is nothing mundane about the
mundane. That’s where I get my
inspiration.”
The name Local Milk is a combination of two things Beth hopes
and believes her blog will be for
people. “The metaphor is simply
milk stands for sustenance:
emotional, spiritual, relational;
and local is about being present
where you are in space and time.
So finding sustenance where you
are.” says Beth. Follow Beth at
www.localmilkblog.com

Catholics are Christians, too.
Are you thinking, “Fairy tales
are for babies. I want something
real?” Don’t worry; these books
are tough. In every book, the
heroes and heroines come face
to face with seduction, abduction, murder, or drugs. Real life
dangers in our culture rise to
confront normal Catholic teens
and college students who have
to figure out what to do and how
to do it the same way you or I
would. These stories are alarming
and seriously thought-provoking.
But, for those of you who enjoy
some lighthearted spice, know
that there’s plenty of humor and
fun mixed in, not to mention the
inevitable happy ending of the
traditional fairy talemade even
better by the fact that the victory
belongs to God.
Now that you can sense
the flavor of the Fairy Tale Novels,

let me list the titles they are
comprised of and a short description of each. The Shadow of the
Bear is the story of the meeting
between two brothers falsely
accused of being drug dealers
and two innocent young Catholic
girls. Black as Night, the second
installment, tells how one of
those girls tries to take refuge
in a friary from the persecution
of her drug dealer boss, and the
third installment, Waking Rose,
describes a very peculiar Sleeping
Beauty rescued by many princes
and one Prince Charming. Twelve
“dancing princesses” face the
dangerous consequences of their
clandestine sins in Midnight
Dancers, my personal favorite.
In Alex O’Donnel and the Forty
Cyber Thieves, the hero and his
girlfriend come face to face with
both murder and sudden wealth -all because of a technological cat

and a strange website. Rapunzel
Let Down: a Fairy Tale Retold
tells the tragedy of a couple who
have premarital sex and must
live through the pain -- a book
I recommend only to those who
have faced such a situation, either
themselves or through a friend.
Try giving the Fairy
Tale Novels a whirl! See what it’s
like to be a Christian when faced
with death or seduction at every
corner. Watch your peers, in your
own “extraordinary universe,”
face temptation, defy cultural
brokenness (such as abortion
centers), and find their life
partners. Laugh at the antics of a
pack of Prince Charmings coming
to the rescue with aikido sticks.
These books are fast reads, so try
picking one up over Spring Break
or on a Sunday, and experience
the extraordinariness of our
country. 			

BY ELENA FORMAN
Catholic college students into the
role of hero or heroine, facing a
wild set of circumstances which
are the modern equivalents of the
events in the old fairy tales.
What are the modern
equivalents of the events in
the old fairy tales? How about
40 cyber thieves for Ali Baba’s
robbers, 7 friars for 7 dwarves,
and aikido sticks for swords in
the hands of the various Prince
Charmings. Regina Doman
reports that fairy tales fascinate
her because they are about
ordinary people in an extraordinary universe, as opposed
to weird people in a mundane
world, and her books exemplify
that thought. The twist for the
majority of Covenant students is
that Catholicism doesn’t seem
normal! Part of the fun of reading
these books is in discovering the
normality of the protagonists, for
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Morton/Morty/Jeff
They’re not footballs. That was the first line
of critique Jeff Morton gave my still-life
painting when I was a senior at Covenant
and before he was hired. Indeed there are
no terminal lines on soup can lids. Watch
your whites. OK, the clouds in my small
landscape painting were straight-from-thetube of unmixed color and unconvincing.
Pretty direct critique, it seemed, and blunt.
And very on-target. That irritated me.
It also convinced me he was a first-rate
professor with an eye for painting that
doesn’t get taught. His nonchalance was of
a Yale survivor.
There was no art major fifteen years
ago when I was finishing my degree in
Philosophy & Religion. Ed Kellogg put
Jeff and me together to size each other
up. Jeff was a painter and professor of a
caliber I had studied with at the art school
I’d transferred from. I was Covenant’s only,
if not first, art-world savvy student, having
my own CV while still in college. Jeff
caught my self-absorption, my arrogance,
and disregarded it completely. We became
friends.
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BY ROB COLVIN, '00

Jeff texted me a couple weeks ago from the
High Museum in Atlanta to notify me he
was in a room of Ellsworth Kelly paintings
which he knew I’d appreciate. He was
with 50 or so Covenant students, which
I appreciated too, but only superficially.
Don’t let them touch the art, I replied. He
said that I should check out the school
website where I could see schematics of
the new art building, what is to replace the
Art Barn, that was, in the photograph he
also sent me, just a giant pile of wood. My
hurt turned to amazement when it hit me:
Jeff Morton had forever changed Covenant
College.
The crisp rendering of high modernist
architecture, a view to the future, made
me reflect on the long series of Jeff’s
accomplishments – hiring Kaybe, pushing
uncomfortable curriculum, establishing
an art major, claiming walls for a gallery,
attracting dozens of students (well, hundreds now) to visual art, organizing trips
to New York, creating a space for graphic
design, hiring Elissa, and now – but not
to conclude any such list – construction

of a facility that will not only ground a
higher level of student art-making; it also
represents the birth of a movement in our
Presbyterian “cultural mandate”. Is there
any such precedent? I’d say no.
Jeff isn’t the first professor at Covenant
to opt for ministerial labor at the expense
of a higher profile in academia, or in his
case, too, the art market. But I can think
of no more explicit example of selfdispossession, especially in a field – fine
art – that runs on the cultural currencies
of self-promotion and exclusivism. Some
of his graduate school colleagues are now
world famous (and I think this might gnaw
at him just a bit), and Jeff is in constant
anxiety from being away from his studio.
He confesses to me, on the regular, he’s
busy and exhausted. And I remind him,
on the regular, he likes it. This is what he
wants. Students drive him and vice versa.
Covenant drives him and vice versa. He
has options to do otherwise and he never
takes them.
I am an artist and art writer in New
York. Jeff has encouraged me and stuck

with me for a decade and a half as I get
knocked aboutand turned upside down
as a Christian who feels pulled into that
part of the art world he knows but left for
something else. He’s watched me succeed
and fail, brag and bust, drop names and
drop out several times. But as with his
loyalty to Covenant, so it has been with me,
his first but unofficial student on Lookout
Mountain.
What matters most to us is often too
close to the eye to see. Jeff Morton matters
to Covenant, but I’m sending this in from
Brooklyn to encourage people on campus
to see more clearly the scope of his
accomplishments as an educator, an artist,
and a Christian. If Jeff is like most other
artists he hopes his work will survive for
generations to come.
It will.
Sincerely,
Rob Colvin, ’00

Students at the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, GA
Photo credit: Abby Whisler

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editor Hannah Lutz at hannah.irwin@covenant.edu.
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Response to Holiness for a Laugh
Three years ago, Professor Deborah Kirby and I began what is now
called Laugh Track, Covenant’s
first official improv team. It was
an exciting time to have so many
talented people here at Covenant
working together to make people
laugh. From that moment on,
improv and Laugh Track haveas
been both my passion and my
outlet for creative expression.
This year, running the team
alone brought a new challenge
and adventure to what I love.
Before the year began, I sat down
for hours and days determining
how I wanted to run the team, and
what the focus would be.
I would like to preface my
response to Jackie Robel’s
article—critiquing the humor
used by Laugh Track –with a
thank- you. Jackie, thank you for
challenging our level of humor
and asking the entire Covenant
community to carefully consider
the response to comedicy grey
areas. It is refreshing to be
challenged. Having read Robel’s
article multiple times, met with
Ms. Robel herself, and carefully
considered Robel’s arguments,
there are several issues I feel
need to be addressed.

As Captain and cofounder of
Laugh Track, I hold the team
to high standards. At the first
practice of the year, the entire
team sat down and decided
together what our standards would
be. In Ms. Robel’s article, she
claims that there were countless
sexual innuendoes as well as
jokes that belittled disabilities
in our last show. I would like to
respond to that accusation simply
by explaining our standards of
humor, and also explaining a little
bit about improvised humor. First,
as an improv team our ultimate
goal is to glorify God and edify
our fellow students with creativity
and humor. In order to do that
best, there are some areas where
our humor does not go. Laugh
Track has established guidelines
that we follow in every rehearsal
and every show. Our basic
standards are: we do not engage
in humor that is sacrilegious,
sexually perverse, or mocking of
disabilities.
With that being said, improv
comedy is, well, improvised.
Everything we do--every joke we
make or character we create--is
done on the spot. Because of this,
there is no way for us to censor

After Fifty Shades
The highly talked about movie
and book, Fifty Shades of Grey
by E.L. James is the driving
sales force in many theatres and
bookstores across the globe.
The book alone has sold over a
hundred million copies. It tells
the story of a young attractive
billionaire named Christian Grey
and the young woman he sexually
dominates, Anastasia Steele.
Fifty Shades of Grey explicitly
depicts sexual practices between
a successful business man and a
young college graduate.
As I was writing this article I
stumbled across a few reviews
with some people expressing their

shock and horror at such a movie
and others praising the splendor
of E.L. James’ work. So as
Christians, how should we think
about the movie regardless of
having watched it or heard about
it? Should we pretend it is just a
piece of fiction and move on in
life or should we react against this
in a mature Christian manner?
The fact that James does not
depict true love is disappointing.
Christian takes advantage of this
young girl’s innocence just to fulfill his desires. We see a lustful,
self-seeking, selfish desire, not an
act of love. But what is true love?
True love gives and serves; it

and evaluate our shows before
we put them on stage. All we can
do is have our standards, hold
to them at all times, and pray
that our humor comes from a
sanctified heart. Because we are
sinful, we will make mistakes.
We will make jokes that push the
boundaries. Also, we will never
all come to an agreement on what
is appropriate and what isn’t. Ultimately, we think these mistakes
and disagreements can strengthen
our community as we engage in
discussions about what is and
isn’t appropriate. Also, it can
broaden our minds as individuals
as we seek to understand different
kinds of humor.
At the end of her article Ms.
Robel raised the question “What
would it mean for an audience to
not encourage or laugh at brokenness, but, with love and sincerity,
to withhold applause and instead
spur each other on to holiness
that is still full of laughter and
delight?”
While I understand Ms.
Robel’s point, it is clear that we
disagree about the relationship
between humor and brokenness.
Having performed on the stage
for over twelve years and trained

BY JAMISON SHIMMEL

specifically in improv for three
years, I’ve been forced to wrestle
with the brokenness that theatre,
and improv is laden with. Any
tTheatre student at Covenant
can tell you we are constantly
asked to reassess our views on
participating in theatre that deals
with brokenness. If Christians
never portray the brokenness
found in the world, then there is
really no room for Christians in
the entertainment industry. More
specifically in iImprov, I will
argue that there is an enormous
difference between recognizing
humor in situations that are a part
of the brokenness of life, and condoning brokenness. If Ms. Robel
genuinely believes we should
not laugh at brokenness then you
cannot laugh at anything in life.
To be able to find the humor in
life, in ridiculous relationships—
from Tinder to fFriend-zoning—is
something we must do if we want
to survive! Laughter is one of the
healthiest forms of coping. In no
way is Laugh Track glorifying
brokenness, however the world
is broken and there is humor all
around us. We will continue to
find that humor!
While Robel and I disagree

on several aspects of comedy
and iImprov, we both agree on
this: tThe conversation we had
addressing her concerns was the
first in three years, since the formation of the team. Any member
of Laugh Track welcomes questions, comments, and concerns
as well as always being open for
discussion. If you are someone
who takes offense with our humor
or the standards we have in place
I ask that you please talk to me.
The only way the team can better
meet the needs of the community
is if we hear from saidthe
community. If we are to obey
Matthew 18:15, which calls us
to address our brothers, then the
concerns with our humor should
have been voiced much earlier. I
speak for the team when I say we
love making you all laugh, and we
love that you have supported us
for so long. I challenge you to take
the remaining time before Laugh
Track’s final show to discover
the freedom we have in Christ-particularlyespecially in improv.

use us for His selfish gain. On the
cross He lost His life so we could
gain eternity. As Paul Jenkins
writes, “Grace allows itself to be

trampled and then extends itself
to the very ones who trampled it.”
Take heart because this is true
love.

BY POOJA PALL
does not lust. True love can never
be found in selfish, self-seeking
desires; it can only be found on
the cross. Christ’s love on the
cross is selfless, unbounding and
truly genuine. Only someone who
is beaten, flogged, spat on and
trampled can love you in the most
unimaginable way possible. He
was treated like dirt just so that
we will get the crown of eternity.
As the Covenant community
and as Christians, we are living in
a world that is constantly in battle
with God’s word. Who cares about
God’s word when a movie can
hit the million-dollar mark? But
Jesus never has and never will

Film still from Fifty Shades of Grey. credit: today.com
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Covenant Student enjoying Lookout Mountain's view
Photo credit: Abby Whisler

Praying and Looking Off the Mountain
BY JANE TJAHJONO

The world is absolutely nuts.
Think about it. All over the news,
we have just witnessed gruesome
beheadings, sadistic burnings of
innocent civilians, and recently,
the abduction of about 220 Assyrian Christians by ISIS. Not only
ISIS, but Al-Qaeda, Boko Haram,
and who knows how many other
terrorist groups and oppressive
regimes are continuously doing
barbaric activities in the Middle
East. Russian opposition activist
Boris Nemtsovs was assassinated
not long ago on February 27th,
which definitely increased the
already- escalating tension
between Ukraine and Russia.
The Greek economy is struggling
to staykeep afloat amidst its
over-the-roof debts, even with
theits four months extension on
its bailout program. The nuclear
negotiations between Iran and the
US are at a standstilldo not look
like it will progress anytime soon.

Although there is not much known
about how bad the human rights
violations are in North Korea,
fortunate escapeers have testified
of its inhumane practices. There
are countlessmore atrocities
and brokenness happening on
this planet every second. Some
are large enough to have media
coverage, while some are known
only to those affected.
My point here is not to highlight
world news. My point here is to
make us rethink the way we pray
and the content of our prayers.
Often times at Covenant when we
have Bible studies, prayer groups,
or just casual conversations, we
ask, “What can I be praying for
you?” And of course, we usually
go on enumerating our long
list of prayer requests that in
general revolve around me and
my family and friends. Rarely
I hear someone say, “Let’s pray
for wisdom for Obama!” or “That

AirAasia plane that just crashed
in Indonesia awhile ago probably
needs some prayers.”
I am not saying that we should
cease from praying for our or
others’ personal prayer requests.
As Christians, we are obviously
called to look out for our brothers
and sisters as one body of Christ,
and this meansentails that we
should be praying for their
personal needs. But I think there
is a problem if our personal needs
are the only things that we pray
about.
The thing that makes Covenant
unique is its emphasis on not only
educating young people in God’s
Word, but also equipping them
to engage the culture with the
Gospel, not shying away from it.
But how are we going to engage
the world if we don’t even know
what is happening outside of
Covenant?
My call today is for us to:

1) Be aware of current world
events. If you have smart phones,
download apps such as Reuters
or Bloomberg to notify you of
current events. If not, you can
always bookmark a news website
on your laptops. 2) Pray for our
world. James 5:16a says that “the
prayer of a righteous person has
great power as it is working.”
If we truly believe that we are
talking to the God of the universe
who holds history in His hands,
who loves us even more than
we love ourselves, who hears
our prayers, and who can make
anything happen just like that,
then we should be confident that
our prayers do make a difference.
I used to think that because God
is sovereign, then my prayers do
not matter much. This is definitely
a faulty thinking. Interestingly,
even John Calvin—I have always
thought of him as the ultimate,
hardcore “God’s sovereignty”

believer—said that "it was a
notable event for God to put
heaven, in some sense, under the
control of Elijah's prayers, to be
obedient to his requests” (I took
this from Tim Keller’s book about
prayer). Think about that!
If we together as a campus can
fall on our knees and regularly
intercede for our beloved world,
perhaps, and most certainly, our
world can be a better place. Just
like Dan Wykoff said in chapel
a while ago that in the midst of
brokenness, there is hope. Yes,
the Middle East is still in great
turbulence, the Greek economy
is still entangled in a huge debt,
and the condition in Ukraine
is a wreck. BUT God, being
rich in mercy and love, can
intervene and redeem this chaotic
world. If only we would pray for
people and events that are “off the
mountain.” Thy Kingdom come,
oh Lord.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Opinions, please contact Opinions editor Lynae Rockwell lynae.rockwell@covenant.edu.
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Working to Lose?
The summer of 2012 was an
important one for the 76ers. They
had just had a successful playoff
run in which they knocked off
the Derrick Rose-less Bulls,
and made the second round,
as an 8th seed in the Eastern
Conference, and were looking to
build off that success and make
the next step toward being a title
contender. Involving themselves
in the Dwight Howard deal served
as the perfect avenue to grab a
franchise player, in the talented
7 footer Andrew Bynum. Bynum
was an All-Star with the Lakers,
and helped lead them to two NBA
Championships in his short time
with Los Angeles. The 76ers felt
as if they had finally found their
first superstar since the Allen
Iverson days and rid themselves
of their perpetual frustration with
trying to mold Iguodala into that
guy. Surely with a solid core of
Jrue Holiday, Nick Young, Jason
Richardson, Spencer Hawes,
Evan Turner, Thaddeus Young
and their new star, Bynum, the
76ers would leave the murky
waters of borderline playoffdom,
and become a juggernaut in the
league. However, this plan fell flat
on its face when Bynum began to
deal with injuries, weight issues,
and overall insanity. He never
played a single game with the
76ers, and their promising team
floundered to a 34-48 record,
never really threatening to make
the playoffs.
The next summer, the 76ers
scratched their plan, did not
resign Bynum, and entered into
full-on rebuilding mode. Once
victims of injuries and bad
fortune, they began to become
self-victims. They drafted a lanky
point guard, Michael-Carter
Williams, and traded their allstar, Holiday, for another injured
player, the rookie Nerlens Noel.
The organization launched the
impressively optimistic marketing
campaign, “Together We Build,”
in an attempt to lure season-ticket
holders to reinvest in the team.
As advertised, the Sixers were

terrible, finishing with a 19-63
record and very little hope in
sight, except for their rookie of
the year, Carter-Williams, and the
injured Noel. However, it became
clear in the previous offseason
and during the 2013-2014 season,
that the Sixers were accomplishing their goal, they had no desire
to be good for the foreseeable
future.
Perhaps more than any other
league in America, players in
the NBA care about playing
in a big media market and
joining previously constructed
contenders. Rarely do you find big
name superstars join a horrible
team in free-agency that fails to
promise enormous endorsements
or championships. Cities like
Chicago, New York, Los Angeles,
Dallas, and Miami offer greater
media attention--and therefore
more lucrative endorsements
to give to potential stars--than
places like Milwaukee, Memphis,
Sacramento, and Indianapolis.
However, players also like to
win in the NBA. Teams like the
Lakers, Celtics, and Heat have
proven that superstars are drawn
to other superstars and want to
win NBA rings, and if a team can
possibly give that ring, such a
Cleveland’s situation this summer,
a star will go there. Unfortunately,
for the 76ers, they offer neither
of those situations to free agents,
or disgruntled stars looking for
trades. Who would really want to
join that mess? So the 76ers’ front
office is employing the strategy of
“tanking.” They have attempted
to be as bad as possible, so that
they can win as many ping pong
balls as possible and possibly get
lucky in the Draft Lottery.
Year two of tanking has been
a mixed bag for the Sixers. They
scored the extremely promising
Joel Embiid in the 2014 draft,
and have shown some promise
on the court, but decided to take
a few steps back in order to get
better for the future. They traded
away reigning Rookie of the
Year winner, Carter-Williams,
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BY ALAN CRAIG
and their diamond-in-the-rough
second round draft-pick, K.J.
McDaniels, to gain another 1st
and 2nd round draft pick.
So when does this vicious cycle
end? When will General Manager
Sam Hinkie find the superstar
he has been searching for by the
draft or by pooling together his
assets and trading for a star to
put alongside Embiid or Noel?
Will it be this summer, summer
of 2016, or perhaps 2017? The
problem with this strategy is that
there is no end in sight. When
will the Philadelphia fans finally
get fed up with a franchise clearly
not intending to win now, and go
follow another team? These are
the critical questions circling the
national and Philadelphia media
right now.
Hypothetically speaking, let’s
say that Embiid returns from
his plethora of injuries and a
possible weight gain issue, and
this summer’s draft pick proves to
be a star, and the Sixers look like
they finally have their guys of the
future. How long will it take for
these guys to learn how to win,
where the franchise decides to not
try to make them lose? How will
Noel and Embiid work together as

they both seem to play the same
position?
Tanking strategies, in my estimation, have several key flaws.
First, they often avoid meaningful
veteran leadership to help nurture
and grow budding superstars.
Oftentimes the only veterans who
play for a tanking team are those
who were shipped to the team as
a contract-filler, meant to dwindle
their last few years in the league,
chucking shots, wearing suits
on the bench, and collecting a
big paycheck to fill the needed
salary cap space. This destroys
the possibility of a young player
observing and playing with a
veteran who comes into the gym
everyday, still on top of his game,
and excited to help a team win as
many games a possible. Clearly
this does not happen on a team
like the 76ers. Second, these
young players are not allowed the
valuable learning experience that
comes from winning games and
playing in high pressure contests
and playoff series, where there are
real consequences for losing, like
your season being over. The stars
of the 76ers will most likely not
play a meaningful game until, the
powers that be in the front office,

decide that they are ready to cash
in the chips and attempt to be
a championship or even playoff
contending roster. So when these
players finally do enter this new
situation that values winning, will
they be ready? Finally, tanking
polarises the very fans who pay
the paychecks of the players
and front office executives.
Consistently placing a team out
on the court who is nowhere near
ready to win games is taxing on
true fans. A team runs the risk of
losing many of the fans who they
worked so hard to gain when they
tout a roster of 2nd round picks
and NBDL call-ups.
Winning in the NBA is hard.
I have sat through many seasons
where my beloved Grizzlies have
struggled to win 20 games, and
it stinks. However, I believe that
teams that place the loyalty of
their fans on the line for 4 to 5
seasons, in order to make the
calculated risk of possibility
of striking gold through young
players figuring it out, is wrong. I
hope the 76ers’ plan fails, and the
current experiment happening is
never duplicated again.

Nerlens Noel dunking against the Toronto Raptors
Photo Credit: www.phillyvoice.com
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